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Kilde® Cotton Comfort and Diabetes socks

Comfort and Diabetes socks in Mercerized cotton of the best quality.
These socks keep their fit and look nice longer and that they shrink less in
the wash compared to regular cotton socks. The socks have no annoying
stitching in the toe, and they have a wide soft rib in the ankle which provides
super comfort, so they are also very suitable for diabetics and anyone who
likes comfortable socks.

Colors and sizes:
Black in sizes 35-38, 39-42, 43-46, 47-50
Navy, Grey and Beige in sizes 35-38, 39-42, 43-46

Anti-Slip Comfort and Diabetic Socks:
Anti-Slip sock knitted from high-quality
cotton, no annoying stitching in the toe, a
wide and soft elastic rib in the ankle, as well
as terrycloth in the sole of the foot, as well as
silicone studs under the sock, so you stand
firmly, even on smooth floors and stairs etc.

The stocking is also very suitable for
diabetics and anyone who appreciates a
comfortable and non-slip sock.

Black in sizes 35-38, 39-42, 43-46
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Kilde® Bamboo Comfort and Diabetes socks

Super soft and delicious bamboo ankle stocking, where the bamboo yarn is
wrapped around a cotton thread, this makes bamboo socks more durable
than a pure bamboo stocking, and you still have the soft bamboo against
the skin. You will benefit from the bamboo's super softness and the natural
antibacterial properties that bamboo has. The socks have no annoying
stitching in the toe, a wide soft rib in the ankle which provides a high level of
comfort, they are very suitable for diabetics and anyone who likes a super
comfortable sock.

Colors and sizes:
Black: 35-38, 39-42, 43-46, 47-50
Navy, Grey and White: 35-38, 39-42, 43-46

Low Cut / Sneakers:
Super soft and delicious bamboo stocking, where the bamboo yarn is
wrapped around one
cotton thread, it makes bamboo socks more durable than pure bamboo
socks, but you still have the soft bamboo against the skin. So you still enjoy
the bamboo's super soft and natural properties such as the antibacterial
properties bamboo has. The socks have no annoying stitching in the toe, and
go straight up over the heel so they stay where they should, without creeping
into the shoe.

Black and White: 35-38, 39-42, 43-46
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Kilde® Comfort and Diabetes socks knitted
from soft 80% Merino wool.

These thin wool socks are knitted, down a
wide soft rib in the ankle and with a
completely flat seam in the toe, so they are
super comfortable and also suitable for
people with diabetes.

Merino wool socks have many really good
properties: they are super soft and
comfortable to wear all day, they regulate the
temperature and help keep your feet warm in
the winter and cool them in the summer. They
are sweat-transporting properties and have a
natural antibacterial effect, and thus they also
reduce possible smell of sweat.

Colors and sizes:

Black & Grey in sizes: 35-38, 39-42, 43-46
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Why choose ReflexWear®?

ReflexWear® is produced from the patented thread, Celliant@. Celliant®
contains various minerals and is the world's leading infrared textile, which
increases blood circulation and the oxygen level in the skin and muscle
tissue. When the oxygen level and blood circulation are increased in the
hands and feet, a long list of benefits are achieved, including:
• Temperature regulation: cold hands and feet become warmer and

too warm hands and feet become cooler.
• Reduction of arthritis pain.
• Reduction of Neuropathy pain.
• Reduction of cramps, restlessness and sleeping sensation in

hands and feet.
• Increases the wound healing process.
• Improve sports performance and reduce recovery time.

All ReflexWear® stockings and gloves are without tight and annoying
elastic edges or annoying seams, this provides optimal comfort and
is also particularly suitable for diabetics.
You can sleep peacefully with all ReflexWear® stockings and gloves that
do not have compression, and get a more restful sleep.

ReflexWear® are unique products, but require no special treatment, they
can be washed like normal socks and gloves, the effect is the same
regardless of how many times they are washed, and they are very
durable.
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This thick sock has a wide soft rib in the ankle
and terrycloth in the sole, here you have extra
shock absorption and extra warm sock if you
walk on cold floors or as a cozy and night sock
etc. Just like all our other socks, the stitching is
completely flat so you can't feel it at all.
Available in:
Black in sizes 35-38, 39-41, 43-46, 47-50
Sand in sizes 35-38, 39-41, 43-46.

The thin knee stocking has a
perfect fit from the knee all the way
down to the toe, which has a
completely flat seam that cannot be
felt. Here you can enjoy the thread's
special effect from toe to knee.
Available in black in sizes:
35-38, 39-42, 43-46.

These thin Low-Cut / Sneakers have the
same perfect fit around the foot, they are
exactly as high as they fit perfectly and do
not slide down in the shoe. The toe, like all
other ReflexWear® stockings, has a
completely flat seam which is no problem.
Here you increase the blood circulation in
your feet, even on hot days, while you also
have the temperature regulation, both up
and down.
Available in Black & Sand in sizes:
35-38, 39-42, 43-46.

This classic thin ankle sock has a perfect fit
and a completely flat seam
the toe. The socks offer unparalleled
comfort, a wide soft rib in the ankle that
does not tighten or slide down.

Available in:
Black in sizes 35-38, 39-41, 43-46, 47-50
Sand in sizes 35-38, 39-41, 43-46.



The Compression and Travel Stockings are
unique as they combine the properties of the unique
Celliant® thread that increases blood circulation,
with the compression that supports the function of
the venous valves, by strengthening the return flow.
The compression is 18-21mmHG, the compression
is greatest in the foot / ankle and gradually reduces
up the leg. Due to the comfortable Celliant® thread,
they are comfortable to wear all day and keep your
legs fresh. If you sit or stand a lot, without actually
walking, you don't activate the venous pump, here
you will also benefit from using these support
stockings. Available in Black & Sand in sizes 35-37,
38-40, 41-43, 44-46.



DEALER:

Breddam 33, 3230 Graested, Denmark

Phone: +45 70 70 76 17

E-mail: info@ReflexWear.com

If you want to know more about

kilde® & ReflexWear®, so visit us at

www.ReflexWear.com

Follow us at:


